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SUMMARY

The investigation of electrically conducting polymers (CPs) for use in biomedical applications has expanded greatly since the discovery in the 1980s that these materials are compatible with many biological molecules. CPs are able, via electrical stimulation, to modulate the behavior of certain electrically responsive cells (i.e., nerve, muscle, bone, and cardiac cells). CPs such as polypyrrole, polyaniline, and polythiophene have a conjugated structure that upon doping allows interchain hopping of electrons. In addition, most CPs have numerous attractive properties for biomedical applications, including the ability to transfer charges, to entrap and release biological molecules, and the potential to vary their chemical, electrical, and physical properties. Even though there has been significant progress, many biomedical issues remain unexplored, especially the interaction between different cell types (e.g., neurons, fibroblasts, and osteoblasts) and substituted polythiophenes (PTs) in both the undoped and doped states. PTs are one of the most widely studied CPs, therefore ample knowledge exists on their chemical, electrical, and physical properties. They also have great potential for biomedical applications as they have been used as biosensors, molecular actuators, and cell support substrates.

The overall objective of this work is to assess the suitability of poly(3-octylthiophene) (P3OT) to sustain MC3T3-E1 osteoblast attachment and growth. The central hypothesis is that specific P3OT film properties (e.g., thickness, film preparation conditions, and level of doping) are able to regulate osteoblast functions (e.g., attachment and proliferation). Discrete and combinatorial techniques were utilized in this work to prepare and characterize thin films of P3OT, a semiconductor in its undoped state, and to
study its interaction with MC3T3-E1 osteoblasts. The MC3T3-E1 cell line was chosen because it is well understood, is known to exhibit a developmental sequence analogous to osteoblasts in bone tissue, and because of previous success in regulating proliferation and attachment using conducting substrates.

In this work we demonstrate that P3OT is a suitable surface to sustain MC3T3-E1 attachment and proliferation with no observed cytotoxicity. We show that P3OT has an effect on MC3T3-E1 attachment and proliferation as area, circularity, and proliferation ratio are significantly different for P3OT compared to control surfaces. We also demonstrate that P3OT doping and film preparation conditions have an effect on osteoblast attachment and proliferation but that thickness over a low and high range does not affect osteoblast functions.

This work is significant because it contributes to the growing area of conducting polymers in biomedical applications and establishes P3OT as a potential cell substrate that sustains MC3T3-E1 attachment and promotes high levels of cell proliferation.
CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Specific Aims

CPs are attractive because they combine the electrical and optical properties of metals with properties associated with conventional polymers (i.e., ease of synthesis and processability). There are many advantages of using CPs for biomedical applications; most CPs are biocompatible, able to transfer charge from a biochemical reaction, able to entrap and release biological molecules, and their physical, chemical, and electrical properties can be modified to suit specific applications. Substituted polythiophenes (PTs) are a class of CPs that have been used as neural electrodes, biosensors, molecular actuators, and cell support substrates. Although there has been significant progress on the use of substituted PTs for biomedical applications, more information is needed in order to engineer optimal biomedical devices. For example, it is necessary to understand the interaction between different cell types (e.g., neurons, fibroblasts, and osteoblasts) and substituted PTs in both their undoped and doped states.

The objective of this research was to assess the suitability of P3OT to sustain MC3T3-E1 osteoblasts attachment and growth. The central hypothesis is that specific P3OT film properties (e.g., thickness, film preparation conditions, and level of doping) are able to regulate osteoblast functions (e.g., attachment and proliferation). Using conventional and combinatorial methods to prepare, modify, and characterize P3OT thin films, immunofluorescent labeling assays for cell attachment and proliferation, and high-throughput fluorescent microscopy and image analysis the following aims have been addressed:
1. **Assess the suitability of P3OT to sustain osteoblast attachment and proliferation**

Constant thickness P3OT films (30 nm) were prepared using a knife-edge coating apparatus and characterized by thickness, contact angle, topography, FTIR, and UV-Vis absorption measurements. MC3T3-E1 cell attachment and proliferation were assessed on P3OT and control surfaces by fluorescent labeling of F-actin fibers and 5-Bromo-2'-deoxyuridine (BrdU) incorporation, respectively. Potential toxicological factors were investigated by pre-soaking P3OT films in media to remove leachants.

*Hypothesis:* Conducting polymers can be used to regulate cell functions.

2. **Investigate the effect of P3OT doping on the attachment and proliferation of osteoblasts**

P3OT constant thickness films (30 nm) were modified by doping with two concentrations of ferric chloride (FeCl₃) to assess the effect of doping on the attachment and proliferation of osteoblasts. Undoped and doped films were characterized by contact angle, topography, FTIR, and UV-Vis absorption measurements. MC3T3-E1 cell attachment and proliferation were assessed on undoped and doped P3OT by fluorescent labeling of F-actin fibers and BrdU incorporation, respectively. Global and local metrics were used to measure cell density, area, circularity, and proliferation and to investigate cell contact effects on proliferation, respectively.

*Hypothesis:* Doping of P3OT can regulate osteoblast attachment and proliferation.

3. **Investigate the effect of P3OT thickness and film preparation conditions on osteoblast attachment and proliferation**

P3OT thin films were prepared using a knife-edge coating apparatus in two operation modes: constant thickness and thickness gradient. Attachment and proliferation were
assessed over two thickness ranges. Thickness gradient films were prepared for the high thickness range (130 – 200 nm) and discrete films were prepared for the low thicknesses (20, 30, and 50 nm). The effect of thermal annealing (annealed at 80°C vs. unannealed) and solvent used for film preparation (CHCl₃ vs. THF) on cell attachment was also assessed. MC3T3-E1 cell attachment and proliferation were assessed by fluorescent labeling of F-actin fibers and BrdU incorporation, respectively.

_Hypothesis:_ Thickness and film preparation conditions through their effects on surface forces and surface morphology can regulate osteoblast attachment and proliferation.

### 1.2 Thesis Outline

Chapter 2 provides detailed background information and describes the significance of studying the initial events (i.e., attachment and proliferation) that occur when cells interact with a conducting polymer. Chapter 3 addresses the suitability of P3OT to sustain attachment and proliferation of MC3T3-E1 osteoblasts. Chapter 4 addresses the effect of P3OT doping and doping concentration on the attachment and proliferation of MC3T3-E1 osteoblasts. Chapter 5 addresses the effect of P3OT thickness and film preparation conditions on the attachment and proliferation of MC3T3-E1 osteoblasts. Chapter 6 concludes with a summary of the important findings and provides future recommendations based on this work.
CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND AND SIGNIFICANCE

2.1 Conducting polymers

The discovery of stable organic materials that could conduct electricity dates back to the 1960s,[1] but it was not until 1977 when three professors, Alan Hegger, Alan MacDiarmid and Hideki Shirakawa, reported on the high conductivities achieved by exposing polyacetylene to iodine vapors, that the first inherently conducting polymer was recognized.[2] In 2000 the three professors were awarded the Nobel prize in Chemistry for the discovery and development of electrically conductive polymers.[3] By doping polyacetylene with iodine they were able to achieve conductivities of $10^3$ S/cm. For comparison, Teflon has a conductivity of $10^{-18}$ S/cm and silver and copper have a conductivity of $10^6$ S/cm. A key property of conducting polymers (CPs) is the presence of conjugated double bonds along the backbone of the polymer (Figure 2.1).

![Figure 2.1. Chemical structures of common conducting polymers: a) polyacetylene and b) most commonly explored conducting polymers for biomedical applications.[4]](image)

However, conjugation is not enough to render polymers conductive. In addition, charge carriers in the form of “holes” (a position where an electron is missing), allow charge to migrate rendering the polymer conductive.[3] Doping is the process of oxidizing (p-doping) or reducing (n-doping) the neutral polymer to form positively
charged or negatively charged defects, respectively. Charge neutrality is maintained by a charged counter ion, which is usually derived from the doping agent.

CPs have electrical and optical properties similar to those of metals, but also exhibit properties associated with conventional polymers, such as the ease of synthesis and processing. This has given CPs a wide range of technological applications (e.g., light emitting diodes, electrochromic displays, transistors, solar cells, and photovoltaic devices) and more recently in biological systems. CPs, such as the ones shown in Figure 2.1, have been used in many biomedical applications including tissue engineering, neural probes, biosensors, bio-actuators and drug delivery devices.

For example, in the case of biosensors (Figure 2.2), conducting polymers act as the transducer converting a biochemical signal into an electronic signal. Biosensors can be classified into several categories depending on the transduction principle (e.g., amperometric, potentiometric, conductometric, optical, calorimetric, and piezoelectric). The most common types of biosensors are amperometric (measure current) and potentiometric (measure potential).

**Figure 2.2.** Schematic of a biosensor. A biological sensing element detects a specific analyte (e.g., enzyme, antibody) producing a biochemical signal that is transferred to the transducer (e.g., conducting polymer), which ultimately produces a digital electronic signal that is proportional to the amount of analyte present.
In the case of bio-actuators ("artificial muscles"), conducting polymers act as "soft" materials by undergoing a change in volume upon electrical stimulation. Figure 2.3 shows an artificial muscle device developed by Otero et al.[14, 18] In this device two layers of polypyrrole (PPy) are placed in a triple layer arrangement separated by a non-conductive material. When a flow of current, in the presence of an aqueous electrolyte, is applied across the two PPy films a PPy film oxidizes and swells while the other PPy film reduces (expels ions) and shinks.

![Figure 2.3. Schematic of an artificial muscle device][14]

2.1.1 Substituted polythiophenes (PTs)

Substituted PTs are a class of CPs that have received significant attention due to the wide range of relevant electronic, electrochemical and optical applications.[19] Substituted PTs are of interest in biomedical applications because they can achieve high conductivities and they can be customized with a variety of functional groups that can be incorporated into their polymer backbones. For example, Widge et al.[20] used self-assembled monolayers of end-thiolated poly(3-(2-ethylhexyl)thiophene) as neural electrodes and Bera-Aberem et al.[21] developed biosensors from substituted PTs to
detect alkali metal ions and nucleic acids. Other substituted PTs have been used as cell support substrates for epithelial cells[22] and human ovarian cancer cells (HeLa cells).[23]

Poly(3-alkylthiophenes) (P3ATs) are a class of substituted PTs that have been synthesized and developed as environmentally stable, organic solvent-soluble semiconducting polymers.[5, 24, 25] The thiophene ring in 3-alkylthiophenes can be coupled with three different regioregularities: head-to-tail (HT) head-to-head (HH), and tail-to-tail (TT) (Figure 2.4). Regioregular, head-to-tail poly(3-substituted)thiophene can access a low energy planar conformation, leading to a highly conjugated polymer.[5]

![Figure 2.4. Different coupling of pairs of 3-alkylthiophene monomers.][26]

2.1.2 Poly(3-octylthiophene)

The poly(3-octylthiophene) (P3OT) (Figure 2.5) used in this work is an alkyl-substituted HT regioregular polythiophene that is of particular interest because of its reasonably good environmental stability, structural versatility, and electronic and optical applications.[27, 28] P3OT is a well characterized conducting polymer that has been used extensively in the fabrication of organic electronic devices.[29]

![Figure 2.5. Chemical structure of poly(3-octylthiophene).]
In addition, P3OT properties can be regulated by the extent of doping and dopant chemistry,[30-33] changes in thickness,[28, 34] solvent used for film preparation,[35, 36] and thermal annealing.[37, 38] For example, Chattopadhyay et al.[28, 34] recently showed that thickness strongly affects the surface energy of P3OT and others have explained the photo-physical, structural, and morphological changes that occur upon P3OT doping.[30, 33, 39-42] It has also been shown that different solvents have different effect on the structure (e.g., crystallinity) of P3OT films made from solution[35] and that thermal annealing has an effect on the surface morphology and physical properties of P3OT films.[37]

Despite the wealth of knowledge available for P3OT and P3ATs in general (e.g., charge transport mechanisms,[32] stability,[43] and structural and optical properties[27, 44-46]), their potential use in biomedical applications has not been exploited. To the best of our knowledge, P3OT has not been previously studied as a potential cell support substrate.

2.2 P3OT as substrate for cell attachment and proliferation

Most studies of CPs in biological fields involve nerve, muscle, bone, and cardiac cells, as these cell types are known to respond to electrical stimulation. In 1957 Fukada and Yasuda reported on the piezoelectric properties of bone[47] and since then, electrical stimulation has been explored as a treatment to stimulate in vivo bone regeneration and healing. Other studies in vitro have shown that osteoblasts (bone-forming cells) are stimulated when metals and conducting polymers are used as substrates.[48-50]

The immature mouse osteoblast-like (MC3T3-E1) cell line is typically used to study events such as attachment, proliferation, matrix synthesis, and matrix calcification
that occur in the interaction with a material surface.[51] This cell line is known to exhibit a developmental sequence analogous to osteoblasts in bone tissue, namely proliferation of undifferentiated osteoblast precursors followed by expression of differentiated osteoblast phenotype, and subsequent mineralization of extracellular matrix (ECM) when mature.[52] MC3T3-E1 cells are anchorage-dependent and therefore adhesion is a critical prerequisite for subsequent cell functions such as proliferation and protein expression. Once cells attach to a surface it is assumed they are well adapted to the culture if they are well-spread.[51] Three types of protein filaments called intermediate filaments, microtubules, and microfilaments form the cytoskeleton within mammalian cells.[53] Microfilaments are made of a structural protein called actin which polymerizes to form actin filaments (F-actin). F-actin can be labeled and identified using fluorescence-labeled phalloidin, which is a toxin that binds at the interface between subunits in F-actin.[53]

If cells attach, proliferation should be studied next, as it is a subsequent event that occurs in the interaction with the material surface. Studies to distinguish DNA synthesizing cells were traditionally based on the determination of incorporated radioactive DNA precursors such as tritiated thymidine. Currently, most cell proliferation studies are based on the incorporation of 5-bromo-2-deoxyuridine (BrdU), a thymidine analog, into newly replicated DNA. The application of monoclonal antibodies which react specifically with BrdU is well documented in the literature[54] as well as procedures for immunofluorescence staining.[55]
2.3 Modified P3OT as substrate for cell attachment and proliferation

CP modification tends to be specific for the desired biomedical application. In general, manipulation of CP properties (e.g., conductivity, roughness/topography, hydrophobicity, mechanical strength, degradability, redox stability) can be achieved through various methods (e.g., doping, incorporation of bioactive molecules by physical adsorption, entrapment, or covalent attachment). The process of doping can be exploited to modify CPs with desired properties (e.g., conductivity) to modulate cellular response. For example, Wong et al.[56] studied the effect of doped PPy on the attachment and spreading of endothelial cells. They showed that oxidized PPy resulted in cell spreading, whereas reduction of PPy to its neutral state led to cell rounding. Stauffer et al.[57] showed that PPy surfaces doped with two laminin peptide sequences improved neuronal growth and neurite extension compared to undoped PPy.

Variation in thickness,[28, 34] thermal annealing,[37] and solvent used for film preparation[35] can be used to modify CPs properties such as surface energy, morphology, and crystallinity. These modifications in turn can be used to alter cellular response. For example, Castano et al.[49] used admicellular polymerization to control PPy film thickness and modulate surface topography, thereby influencing mesenchymal stem cell adhesion and differentiation.

In this work we assessed the suitability of P3OT to sustain attachment and proliferation of osteoblasts by fluorescent labeling of F-actin fibers and BrdU incorporation, respectively. We also investigated the effect of P3OT doping, thickness, and film preparation conditions (i.e., thermal annealing and solvent used for film
preparation) on osteoblast attachment and proliferation. Details on the experimental procedures are given in each chapter.
3.1 Abstract

A rapidly growing area in biomaterials is the use of conducting polymers (CPs) as biosensors, molecular actuators, and as cell support substrates. Although these materials have been extensively studied for the use in devices such as solar cells, organic light emitting diodes, and field-effect transistors, many biomedical applications remain unexplored. In this study we assessed the suitability of poly(3-octylthiophene) (P3OT) thin films (30 nm) to sustain attachment, spreading, and proliferation of MC3T3-E1 osteoblasts. Cell area correlated to surface wettability; it was larger in the more hydrophilic surface (TCPS) and lower in the more hydrophobic surface (P3OT). Cells on TCPS and Si—characterized via circularity—were rounder relative to P3OT. An interesting trend was observed for proliferation on P3OT: proliferation was suppressed two-fold after 48 hours but recovered at 72 hours to a value significantly higher than that on TCPS. Pre-soaking P3OT films with serum containing media or DPBS enhanced proliferation after 24 and 48 hours, and did not result in any cytotoxic effects of potential P3OT leachants. Overall, we conclude that P3OT is a viable substrate for osteoblast attachment and proliferation.

3.2 Introduction

The investigation of electrically conducting polymers (CPs) for use in biomedical applications is an expanding area of research.[4] A central goal is to utilize CPs to
incorporate chemical and physical cues capable of stimulating electrical and biological pathways that modulate cellular behavior. Most studies of CPs in biological fields involve nerve, muscle, bone, and cardiac cells, as these models are known to respond to electrical stimulation. CPs such as polypyrrole, polyaniline, and polythiophene are unique in that they have a conjugated structure that allows interchain hopping of electrons upon doping. Substituted polythiophenes have been studied as neural electrodes,[20] biosensors,[21, 58, 59] molecular actuators,[60] and as cell support substrates.[22, 23] Even though there has been significant progress, many biomedical issues remain unexplored, especially the interaction between different cell types and substituted polythiophenes in their undoped and doped states.

Poly(3-alkylthiophenes) (P3ATs) are a class of substituted polythiophenes that have been synthesized and developed as environmentally stable, organic solvent-soluble semiconducting polymers.[5, 24, 25] Despite the wealth of knowledge available for P3ATs (e.g., charge transport mechanisms,[32] stability,[43] and structural and optical properties[27, 44-46]) their potential use in biomedical applications has not been exploited. Regioregular, head-to-tail P3ATs can access a low energy planar conformation, leading to a highly conjugated structure.[5] Poly(3-octylthiophene) (P3OT) is an alkyl-substituted polythiophene that is of interest due to its good environmental stability, structural versatility, and electronic and optical applications.[27, 28] In this work we assessed the suitability of undoped P3OT to sustain osteoblasts (bone-forming cells) attachment and growth.

Osteoblasts were chosen for this study because they respond to electrical stimuli,[61] and this gives a rationale for expecting to be able to influence their function.
when cultured on CPs. For example, electrical stimulation has been explored as a treatment to stimulate in vivo bone regeneration and healing[62-65] ever since the discovery of the piezoelectric properties of bone.[47] Other studies have shown that cell proliferation in vitro can be regulated by electrical stimulation[66] and that bone cells are influenced when conducting polymers are used as substrates.[48, 49, 61] The immature mouse osteoblast-like MC3T3-E1 cell line is typically used to study events such as attachment, proliferation, matrix synthesis, and matrix calcification that occur upon interaction with a material surface.[51] MC3T3-E1 cells are anchorage-dependent and thus adhesion is a critical prerequisite for subsequent cell functions such as proliferation and protein expression. In this work we study the initial events that occur when MC3T3-E1 cells are cultured on P3OT thin films (30 nm) by fluorescent labeling of F-actin fibers and 5-Bromo-2'-deoxyuridine (BrdU) incorporation to study cell attachment and proliferation, respectively. To the best of our knowledge, P3OT has not been previously studied as a potential cell support substrate.

3.3 Materials and Methods

3.3.1 Characterization of P3OT in solution

P3OT (>98.5% head-to-tail regioregular, Aldrich) physical and chemical properties were verified by several methods. Molecular weight ($M_w$) was measured by gel permeation chromatography (GPC) using a Waters 2690 separations module system with THF as solvent. The instrument was calibrated with polystyrene standards. $^1$H nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy was performed on a Bruker AMX400 spectrometer. The UV-Vis absorption spectra was obtained with a Beckman Coulter
DU® 800 spectrophotometer and the emission spectra was obtained with a fluorometer luminescent spectrometer (Photon Technology International).

3.3.2 Preparation of P3OT films

P3OT films were prepared from 0.7 wt% chloroform solution on 24 mm x 24 mm silicon chips (Silicon Inc.) that were previously cleaned in a Piranha solution (70% sulfuric acid – 30% hydrogen peroxide) followed by 48% hydrofluoric acid (HF) etching. HF etching was required to render the surface hydrophobic and prevent film delamination during the cell culture period. P3OT films were prepared using a knife-edge coating apparatus[67, 68] (Figure 3.1).

**Figure 3.1.** Image and schematic representation of the knife-edge coating apparatus used to prepare P3OT films.

Figure 3.2 shows two operating modes for the knife-edge coating apparatus.[69] Mode I consists of a maximum acceleration and deceleration with a plateaued velocity profile which results in a uniform thickness film. Mode II consists of a ramped velocity profile with a constant acceleration and a maximum deceleration. The result of this mode is a thickness gradient film in which the steepness of the gradient is controlled by the acceleration of the stage. Here we prepared discrete (30 nm) P3OT films using the constant thickness mode. After coating, films were kept under vacuum at room temperature for several days to remove residual solvent.
3.3.3 Characterization of P3OT films

Film thickness was measured using a high-throughput UV-Vis-NIR reflectance interferometer (Stellar Net EPP 2000). Surface topography characterization was performed by non-contact mode atomic force microscopy (AFM) with an Explorer scanning probe microscope (Veeco Instruments). Root-mean-square (RMS) roughness for a 10 x 10 µm scan size was calculated using the instrument’s software. The elemental composition of P3OT films was determined by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) using a Physical Electronics PHI 1600 XPS system and water contact angle was measured using a VCA 2500 XE contact angle system (AST Products, Inc.).

3.3.4 Cell culture

MC3T3-E1 osteoblast-like cells (Riken Cell Bank, Japan) were cultured in alpha modification of Eagle’s minimum essential medium (α-MEM) (Mediatech, Inc.) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) (ATCC) and 1% penicillin-streptomycin (Mediatech, Inc.) at 37°C in a fully humidified atmosphere at 5% CO₂. Prior to seeding, cells were washed with Dulbecco's Phosphate Buffered Saline (DPBS).
without Ca$^{2+}$ and Mg$^{2+}$ (Mediatech, Inc.) and trypsinized with 0.05% Trypsin/0.53mM EDTA in HBSS (Mediatech, Inc.). P3OT films were placed in Costar six-well microplates (Corning, Inc.) and sterilized by immersion in a 70% ethanol solution for 30 min followed by 3 washes of DPBS with Ca$^{2+}$ and Mg$^{2+}$ (5 min each). Cells, at passage 6, were seeded at a density of 5000 cells/cm$^2$. Cells were cultured at identical conditions on silicon wafers (Si) and tissue culture polystyrene (TCPS) wells as controls.

3.3.5 Cell attachment and spreading

Cell attachment and spreading were observed by fluorescent labeling of F-actin fibers with Alexa Fluor 488 phalloidin (Invitrogen) 4 hours after seeding. Cells were fixed in 3.6% paraformaldehyde (w/v) for 10 min and then permeabilized with 0.1% Triton X-100 in 1% BSA/PBS for 5 min. F-actin fibers were stained with Alexa Fluor 488 phalloidin (Invitrogen) in 1% BSA/PBS at a proportion of 1:20 for 30 min at room temperature. Cells were washed with PBS and cell nuclei were counterstained with Hoechst (Invitrogen) at a proportion of 1:10,000 in water for 15 min at room temperature.

3.3.6 Cell proliferation

Cell proliferation was assayed at 24, 48, and 72 hours using 5-Bromo-2'-deoxyuridine (BrdU) (Sigma), a thymidine analog that incorporates into newly replicated DNA. BrdU (10 $\mu$M) was added to the cell culture media 1 hour prior to cell fixation. Cells were fixed with 70% ethanol for 30 min and then treated with 0.07N NaOH for 2 minutes followed by immersion in PBS (pH 8.5). Cells were then incubated for 30 min in a humidified chamber with monoclonal anti-BrdU (Becton Dickinson) mixed with 0.5% Tween 20/PBS at proportion of 20:50. Following washing with PBS, cells were incubated in Alexa Fluor 488 conjugated goat anti-mouse IgG antibody (Invitrogen) at a
proportion of 1:200 in PBS. After washing with PBS cell nuclei were counterstained with Hoechst (Invitrogen) at a proportion of 1:10,000 in water for 15 min.

3.3.7 Leaching experiments

To determine the effect of pre-soaking the surface on cell proliferation, P3OT films were sterilized as previously described and submerged in either complete media (α-MEM supplemented with 10%FBS and 1% penicillin-streptomycin) or DPBS with Ca$^{2+}$ and Mg$^{2+}$ for 48 hours prior to cell seeding. After pre-soaking, films were washed with DPBS with Ca$^{2+}$ and Mg$^{2+}$ and cells were seeded as previously described. Cell proliferation was assayed at 24 and 48 hours after culture. Cell culture media used to pre-soak P3OT films was used to culture cells on TCPS to determine the effect of possible soluble components leached from P3OT on cell proliferation. After pre-soaking P3OT films for 48 hours, the cell culture media was withdrawn and added to TCPS wells. Cells were seeded, cultured for 24 and 48 hours, and tested for proliferation.

3.3.8 Image acquisition and analysis

Cell attachment, spreading, and proliferation were assayed by fluorescence microscopy with an Olympus BX51 upright microscope equipped with a translation stage. The samples were imaged in a (13 x 4) grid at a magnification of 10X. Two fluorescent images were captured at each grid position: (1) a green channel image for Alexa Fluor 488 phalloidin (F-actin, attachment experiments) or Alexa Fluor 488 conjugated antibody (BrdU, proliferation experiments); and (2) a blue channel image of Hoechst-stained cell nuclei. For the attachment experiments, green images were used to determine cell area and circularity and blue images were used to determine cell number. Values of cell area and circularity represent ~2000 cells analyzed for each surface. Cells
were scored for proliferation as the ratio of cells positive for BrdU incorporation (green channel images) relative to cell nuclei (blue channel images).

Image processing was carried out with ImageJ. A demonstration of image capture and analysis for the attachment experiments is shown in Figure 3.3. ImageJ was used to open and create masks of green channel images (cell cytoskeleton) and blue channel images (cell nuclei). Area (pixels$^2$) and circularity values were displayed in the output screen.

![Figure 3.3](image)

**Figure 3.3.** Demonstration of the image capture and analysis for the attachment experiments: a) blue channel image, b) green channel image, c-d) masks of the blue and green channel images, and e) output of results for area and circularity.
Statistical analysis was carried out with Minitab software. Figures 3.4 and 3.5 show representative Minitab graphical summary outputs of cell area and proliferation, respectively. The graphical summary of Minitab includes four graphs: histogram of data with an overlaid normal curve, boxplot, 95% confidence intervals for the mean, and 95% confidence intervals for the median. It also includes the Anderson-Darling normality test, a table of descriptive statistics, and the 95% confidence intervals for the mean, median, and standard deviation. Cell density, area, and circularity medians were compared using the Mann-Whitney nonparametric test because variances were not equal and values were not normally distributed; \( p < 0.05 \) was considered significant. Proliferation ratio means were compared by performing 2-sample t-tests; \( p < 0.05 \) was considered significant. All results are expressed as medians or means ± 95% confidence intervals.

![Cell area summary for P3OT films (30 nm)](image)
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</tr>
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</table>

**Figure 3.4.** Representative Minitab graphical summary output for cell area on P3OT films.
3.4 Results and Discussion

3.4.1 P3OT characterization

The P3OT $M_w$ obtained from GPC was 76,770. The chemical structure and regioregularity was verified with NMR spectroscopy. The thiophene ring in 3-alkylthiophenes can be coupled with three different regioregularities: head-to-tail (HT), head-to-head (HH), and tail-to-tail (TT) which results in 4 possible triad regioisomers: HT-HT, TT-HT, HT-HH, and TT-HH.[5] Therefore, the proton in the 4-position of the thiophene ring bears 4 different chemical environments depending on the regioregularity of the polymer. Figure 3.6 shows the $^1$H NMR spectra for P3OT in solution. A single peak is observed at 6.96 ppm which corresponds to the HT-HT structure of the polymer.[70]
Figure 3.6. $^1$H NMR spectra of regioregular P3OT in CDCl$_3$.

Figure 3.7 shows the UV-Vis absorbance spectra for P3OT in CHCl$_3$. A maximum absorption is observed at 449 nm, which correlates to what is expected for regioregular HT P3ATs in solution.[70]

Figure 3.7. UV-Vis absorption spectra of P3OT in solution.
The emission spectra for P3OT in CHCl$_3$ is shown in Figure 3.8. Chloroform solutions of regioregular P3ATs give a bright yellow fluorescence with a maximum emission wavelength of 570 nm, which we observe at 578 nm and corresponds to the onset of the $\pi-\pi^*$ transition of the electronic absorption spectra.[70]

![Emission spectra of P3OT in solution.](image)

**Figure 3.8.** Emission spectra of P3OT in solution.

### 3.4.2 Surface characterization

Figure 3.9 shows a representative thickness plot for P3OT films. Film thickness was 30 nm ± 2 nm for all films, which shows the precise control and repeatability achieved in the preparation of P3OT films. The RMS value for P3OT films was 0.759 nm. The XPS spectra obtained for P3OT films corroborates the purity of the polymer as only carbon and sulfur peaks were observed (Figure A.1). Water contact angles were
106.6° ± 0.3°, 64.8° ± 1.5°, and 45.3° ± 0.3° for P3OT, Si, and TCPS, respectively. Figure 3.10 shows a representative image of the water contact angle obtained for P3OT.

Figure 3.9. Representative film thickness as a function of P3OT film position. Typical thickness was 30 nm ± 2 nm. Values are presented as mean ± SEM.

Figure 3.10. Representative water contact angle for P3OT (106.6° ± 0.3°). Angles were measured using the instrument’s software.

3.4.3 Cell attachment and spreading

Cell attachment density 4 hours after seeding is shown in Figure 3.11. The number of adherent cells was significantly greater ($p < 0.05$) on Si and TCPS (~4100 cells/cm$^2$) compared to P3OT (~3000 cells/cm$^2$).
Figure 3.11. MC3T3-E1 cell attachment density on P3OT, Si, and TCPS 4 hours after seeding. Values are presented as median ± 95% confidence intervals.

Since cell shape is tightly coupled with cell growth,[71, 72] cell area and circularity were also determined. Figure 3.12 shows representative images of F-actin labeled cells on P3OT, Si, and TCPS. Cells presented a high level of cytoskeletal organization characterized by a complex network of actin stress fibers. Although cells exhibited various shapes on all the surfaces, cell area showed significant dependence on surface type. Cell area and circularity was only determined for isolated cells (i.e., cells not touching any other cells).

Figure 3.12. F-actin visualization of Alexa Fluor 488 phalloidin-stained MC3T3-E1 osteoblasts adhered on P3OT, Si, and TCPS. Image width is 1280 µm.
Cell area was highest on TCPS (~2500 µm²) followed by Si (~1500 µm²) and P3OT (~1000 µm²) (Figure 3.13). This result correlates with surface wettability measurements as greater cell area was observed on the more hydrophilic surface (TCPS) and lower cell area was observed on the more hydrophobic surface (P3OT) (Figure 3.14).

Figure 3.13. Area and circularity of MC3T3-E1 cells after 4 hours of culture on P3OT, Si, and TCPS. Values are presented as median ± 95% confidence intervals.

This finding is consistent with what other studies have shown regarding surface wettability and cell area.[73, 74] Cell circularity (equation 3.1), a metric that compares cell aspect to that of a circle of the same area, was used to quantify cell spreading. A circularity value of 1 indicates a perfect circle and a value approaching 0 indicates an increasingly elongated polygon.

\[
\text{Circularity} = 4\pi \left( \frac{\text{area}}{\text{perimeter}^2} \right)
\]  

(3.1)
Cells on Si and TCPS showed increased spreading and rounder morphologies than on P3OT where cells were more elongated. Circularity median values were 0.15, 0.25, and 0.23 for P3OT, Si, and TCPS, respectively (Figure 3.13). Although in the present study cell area was correlated to surface wettability, no correlation was observed for cell circularity. It has been proposed that MC3T3-E1 cell morphology (aspect ratio) varies with surface chemistry rather than general surface properties such as wettability.[75] This could provide an explanation for the results observed, as P3OT, Si, and TCPS present three distinct surface chemistries.

Figure 3.14. Relationship between water contact angle and cell area for P3OT, Si, and TCPS.

3.4.4 Cell proliferation

Figure 3.15 shows representative images of: a) blue channel image (cell nuclei), b) green channel image (cells positive for BrdU incorporation), and c) overlap green and blue channel images.
Figure 3.15. Representative fluorescent images of cells cultured on P3OT films: a) cell nuclei, b) cells positive for BrdU incorporation, and c) overlap of cell nuclei and proliferating cells.

Figure 3.16 shows the proliferation ratio (equation 3.2) of MC3T3-E1 cells after 24, 48, and 72 hours of culture on P3OT, Si, and TCPS.

\[
Proliferation\ ratio = \frac{\text{Proliferating cells}}{\text{Total \# cells}} \times 100
\] (3.2)

The proliferation ratio on P3OT after 24 hours of culture (28%) was comparable to the proliferation ratio on TCPS (26%), but lower than that on Si (31%, \( p < 0.05 \)). Results at 48 hours showed higher proliferation on Si (30%) and TCPS (20%) compared to P3OT (13%, \( p < 0.05 \)). Then, at 72 hours P3OT showed significantly lower proliferation (24%) compared to Si (30%, \( p < 0.05 \)) but significantly higher proliferation compared to TCPS (19%, \( p < 0.05 \)). Hence, the trend in proliferation observed for P3OT
was a decrease by a factor of 2 after 48 hours followed by a 45% recovery at 72 hours. This trend was repeated using a different batch of P3OT conducted several months later as well. On the other hand, for Si and TCPS there was a decrease in proliferation at 48 hours, but the proliferation ratio did not change further at 72 hours.

![Graph showing proliferation ratio over time on P3OT, Si, and TCPS.]

**Figure 3.16.** Proliferation ratio of MC3T3-E1 cells after 24, 48, and 72 hours of culture on P3OT, Si, and TCPS. Values are presented as mean ± 95% confidence intervals.

In order to rule out the possibility that the 2-fold decrease in proliferation on P3OT after 48 hours was the result of leached contaminants, we ran the following tests: 1) pre-soaking P3OT films with serum containing media, 2) pre-soaking P3OT films with DPBS, and 3) culturing cells with pre-soaked media on TCPS. By pre-soaking P3OT films with cell culture media we expected to remove any possible soluble P3OT leachants.

Figure 3.17a shows the proliferation ratio of MC3T3-E1 cells cultured for 24 and 48 hours on untreated P3OT films and P3OT films that were previously soaked with serum containing media. The proliferation ratio was significantly higher in pre-soaked
P3OT compared to untreated P3OT at 24 and 48 hours after culture ($p < 0.05$). Pre-soaking P3OT films with media enhanced proliferation ratio by 13% and 45% at 24 and 48 hours, respectively. Pre-adsorbed serum proteins are known to play an important role in modifying surface characteristics which in turn modulate cell attachment and growth.[74, 76, 77] Therefore, as a non-serum-containing control, we pre-soaked P3OT films with DPBS. Figure 3.17b shows the proliferation ratio of MC3T3-E1 cells cultured for 24 and 48 hours on untreated P3OT films and P3OT films that were previously soaked with DPBS. Proliferation ratio was significantly higher in pre-soaked P3OT compared to untreated P3OT at 24 and 48 hours after culture ($p < 0.05$). Pre-soaking P3OT films with DPBS enhanced proliferation ratio by 19% and 30% at 24 and 48 hours, respectively. Since pre-soaking in both serum-containing media and non-serum DPBS resulted in roughly equivalent enhancements in proliferation, we conclude that the serum proteins did not interfere with the pre-soaking experiments. However, the mechanism by which pre-soaking P3OT films with DPBS enhances MC3T3-E1 proliferation remains unknown. One possibility is that soluble contaminants that act to suppress proliferation are removed (leached) from the P3OT during pre-soaking, and therefore not exposed to the cells when cultured. In addition, the pre-soaking solution may have a synergistic effect on the properties of the P3OT that improves its function as a cell growth substrate. For example, both α-MEM and DPBS contain inorganic salts such as CaCl$_2$, KCl, NaCl, and NaH$_2$PO$_4$ that could potentially influence the properties of P3OT.
Figure 3.17. Proliferation ratio of MC3T3-E1 cells on P3OT pre-soaked with a) cell culture media and b) DPBS, after 24 and 48 hours of culture. Values are presented as mean ± 95% confidence intervals.
To further investigate potential leaching of toxic substances from P3OT into the media, we pre-soaked P3OT films in cell culture media and used the pre-soaked media to culture cells on TCPS substrates. We used fresh media on TCPS as positive controls for this set of experiments. Figure 3.18 shows the proliferation ratio of MC3T3-E1 cells cultured for 24 and 48 hours on TCPS with P3OT-soaked and fresh media. There was no significant difference between the pre-soaked and fresh media suggesting the absence of a proliferation-suppressing soluble P3OT leachant. Or, if present, the leachant concentration is not high enough to suppress cell proliferation. While we cannot reach a definitive conclusion based on these results, they suggest that enhanced proliferation on pre-soaked P3OT was the result of a synergistic effect of the presoaking on the P3OT, rather than removal of possible cytotoxic components from P3OT.

![Figure 3.18](image-url)

**Figure 3.18.** Proliferation ratio of MC3T3-E1 cells on TCPS with a) pre-soaked cell culture media and b) freshly prepared cell culture media, after 24 and 48 hours of culture. Values are presented as mean ± 95% confidence intervals.
3.5 Conclusions

In summary, we demonstrated that P3OT is a suitable surface to sustain MC3T3-E1 attachment and proliferation with no cytotoxicity observed relative to TCPS. We showed that chemistry and wettability have an effect on MC3T3-E1 attachment and proliferation as cell area, circularity, and proliferation ratio varied for P3OT, Si, and TCPS. Cell proliferation on P3OT showed an interesting trend in which the proliferation ratio was reduced two-fold after 48 hours of culture but recovered after 72 hours to a value higher than that on TCPS. Pre-soaking P3OT films with either cell culture media or DPBS enhanced the proliferation ratio of MC3T3-E1 cells. This investigation contributes to the growing area of conducting polymers in biomedical applications and establishes P3OT as a potential cell substrate that sustains MC3T3-E1 attachment and promotes high levels of cell proliferation.
CHAPTER 4

EFFECT OF P3OT DOPING ON THE ATTACHMENT AND PROLIFERATION OF OSTEOBLASTS

4.1 Abstract

Conducting polymers (CPs) are of increasing interest as biomaterials. It is proposed that one may utilize the unique electrical properties and large surface forces of CPs to regulate cell functions, to stimulate cell activity, or to develop a sensor of cell activity. Since dopants are generally utilized to adjust conductivity in CPs, an interesting question is whether the extent of doping might be used to fine-tune desired functions of cultured cells. In the present work we studied the effect of doping poly(3-octylthiophene) (P3OT) with FeCl$_3$ on the attachment and proliferation of MC3T3-E1 osteoblasts. Analysis was performed using both global and local metrics of cell function. The global values of cell density and area correlated strongly with doping concentration. In addition, an unusual trend in proliferation (decrease in proliferation after 48 hours followed by a recovery after 72 hours) on undoped P3OT was diminished significantly upon doping. Local analysis showed that cells were sensitive to the presence of other cells on both undoped and doped P3OT and that contact inhibition of proliferation was observed for both surfaces.

4.2 Introduction

Conducting polymers (CPs) have been extensively studied for the use in devices such as solar cells,[78, 79] light emitting diodes,[27, 80] and field-effect transistors.[81,
Because of their ability to transfer charges and to stimulate electrical and biological pathways that trigger desired cellular responses, their use has recently expanded to biomedical devices such as biosensors,[83-85] molecular actuators,[60] and cell support substrates.[22, 23, 49] CPs are unique in that they have a conjugated electronic structure, rendering the undoped material to be semiconducting. One consequence of conjugation is unusually large van der Waals forces at the interface, the effects of which have been explored in previous work.[28, 34, 86] The addition of a suitable dopant increases conductivity significantly, by allowing interchain hopping of electrons. Doping is the process of oxidizing (p-doping) or reducing (n-doping) the neutral polymer to form a positively charged or a negatively charged defect, respectively.[5] Charge neutrality is maintained by a charged counter ion, which is usually derived from the doping agent.

Along with the unique surface properties exhibited by CPs, the extent of doping and dopant chemistry are additional features that might be exploited for biomedical applications. For example, Wong et al.[56] studied the effect of doped polypyrrole (PPy) on the attachment and spreading of endothelial cells. They showed that oxidized PPy resulted in cell spreading, whereas reduction of PPy to its neutral state led to cell rounding. Stauffer et al.[57] showed that PPy surfaces doped with two laminin peptide sequences improved neuronal growth and neurite extension compared to undoped PPy. These findings provide evidence that CPs can be tailored to elicit desired functions in cell types that are known to respond to electrical stimulation such as nerve, muscle, bone, and cardiac cells.

Substituted polythiophenes are a class of CPs with increasing potential for use in biomedical applications such as neural electrodes,[20] biosensors,[21, 58, 59] molecular
actuators,[60] and cell support substrates.[22, 23] In order to expand these applications the use of doped substituted polythiophenes to regulate cell functions should be explored. Numerous studies of poly(3-alkylthiophenes) such as poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) and poly(3-octylthiophene) (P3OT) have explained the photo-physical, structural, and morphological changes that occur upon doping.[30, 33, 39-42] In our previous work[86] we assessed the suitability of undoped P3OT to sustain attachment and proliferation of MC3T3-E1 osteoblasts. In this work we study the effect of doped P3OT on the attachment and proliferation of MC3T3-E1 cells. We doped P3OT thin films (30nm) with ferric chloride (FeCl$_3$), which has a relatively low cytotoxicity towards MC3T3-E1 cells[87, 88] and is one of the most stable P3OT dopants.[89] We studied the response of cell attachment and proliferation by fluorescent labeling of F-actin fibers and 5-Bromo-2'-deoxyuridine (BrdU) incorporation, respectively.

4.3 Materials and Methods

4.3.1 Preparation of P3OT films

P3OT (>98.5% head-to-tail regioregular, Aldrich) films were prepared from 0.7 wt% chloroform solution on 24 mm x 24 mm silicon chips (Silicon Inc.) that were previously cleaned in a Piranha solution (70% sulfuric acid – 30% hydrogen peroxide) followed by 48% hydrofluoric acid (HF) etching. HF etching was required to render the surface hydrophobic and prevent film delamination during the cell culture period. Films of discrete thickness (30 nm) were prepared using a knife-edge coating apparatus[67] and kept under vacuum at room temperature for several days to remove residual solvent.
4.3.2 Doping of P3OT films

Doping of P3OT films was performed by dipping the films in freshly prepared 0.001M and 0.125M solutions of anhydrous ferric chloride (FeCl₃) (Fisher) in nitromethane (CH₃NO₂) (Aldrich) for one hour at room temperature. The doped P3OT films were thoroughly washed with methanol and then dried with compressed nitrogen. This procedure has been shown to induce significant conductivity (4.9 x 10⁻⁴ S/cm and 2.9 x 10⁻² S/cm for 0.001M FeCl₃-doped P3OT and 0.125M FeCl₃-doped P3OT, respectively) in P3OT films at room temperature.[33]

4.3.3 Characterization of P3OT films

Film thickness was measured using a high-throughput UV-Vis-NIR reflectance interferometer (Stellar Net EPP 2000). The UV-Vis spectra of undoped and doped films were obtained using a Cary 5000 Spectrophotometer (Varian Inc.). Surface topography characterization was performed by tapping mode atomic force microscopy (AFM) with an MFP-3D AFM system (Asylum Research). Root-mean-square (RMS) roughness for a 4 x 4 µm scan size was calculated using the instrument’s software. Structural characterization of the films was carried out using a Nicolet Nexus Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectrometer equipped with a GATR accessory. Water contact angle was measured with a VCA 2500 XE contact angle system (AST Products, Inc.).

4.3.4 Cell culture

MC3T3-E1 osteoblast-like cells (Riken Cell Bank, Japan) were cultured in alpha modification of Eagle’s minimum essential medium (α-MEM) (Mediatech, Inc.) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) (ATCC) and 1% penicillin-
streptomycin (Mediatech, Inc.) at 37°C in a fully humidified atmosphere at 5% CO₂. Prior to seeding, cells were washed with Dulbecco's Phosphate Buffered Saline (DPBS) without Ca²⁺ and Mg²⁺ (Mediatech, Inc.) and trypsinized with 0.05% Trypsin/0.53mM EDTA in HBSS (Mediatech, Inc.). Undoped and doped P3OT films were placed in Costar six-well microplates (Corning, Inc.) and sterilized by immersion in a 70% ethanol solution for 30 min followed by 3 washes of DPBS with Ca²⁺ and Mg²⁺ (5 min each). Cells, at passage 6, were seeded at a density of 5000 cells/cm².

4.3.5 Cell attachment and spreading

Cell attachment and spreading were observed by fluorescent labeling of F-actin fibers with Alexa Fluor 488 phalloidin (Invitrogen) 4 hours after seeding. Cells were fixed in 3.6% paraformaldehyde (w/v) for 10 min and then permeabilized with 0.1% Triton X-100 in 1% BSA/PBS for 5 min. F-actin fibers were stained with Alexa Fluor 488 phalloidin (Invitrogen) in 1% BSA/PBS at a proportion of 1:20 for 30 min at room temperature. Cells were washed with PBS and cell nuclei were counterstained with Hoechst (Invitrogen) at a proportion of 1:10,000 in water for 15 min at room temperature.

4.3.6 Cell proliferation

Cell proliferation was assayed at 24, 48, and 72 hours using 5-Bromo-2'-deoxyuridine (BrdU) (Sigma), a thymidine analog that incorporates into newly replicated DNA. BrdU (10 µM) was added to the cell culture media 1 hour prior to cell fixation. Cells were fixed with 70% ethanol for 30 min and then treated with 0.07N NaOH for 2 minutes followed by immersion in PBS (pH 8.5). Cells were then incubated for 30 min in a humidified chamber with monoclonal anti-BrdU (Becton Dickinson) mixed with 0.5% Tween 20/PBS at proportion of 20:50. Following washing with PBS, cells were
incubated in Alexa Fluor 488 conjugated goat anti-mouse IgG antibody (Invitrogen) at a proportion of 1:200 in PBS for 30 min at room temperature. After washing with PBS cell nuclei were counterstained with Hoechst (Invitrogen) at a proportion of 1:10,000 in water for 15 min.

4.3.7 Image acquisition and analysis

Cell attachment, spreading, and proliferation were assayed by fluorescence microscopy with an Olympus BX51 upright microscope equipped with a translation stage. The samples were imaged in a (13 x 4) grid at a magnification of 10X. Two fluorescent images were captured at each grid position: (1) a green channel image for Alexa Fluor 488 phalloidin (F-actin, attachment experiments) or Alexa Fluor 488 conjugated antibody (BrdU, proliferation experiments); and (2) a blue channel image of Hoechst-stained cell nuclei.

Attachment and proliferation images were analyzed using global and local metrics. Figure 4.1 illustrates the concept of global and local metrics for proliferation analysis. From a global approach a single value of cell density and proliferation is obtained for each image while in the local approach cell-to-cell distances (i.e., proliferated-proliferated, proliferated-non-proliferated) are used to describe the proliferative status of cells.

![Global and local metrics](image)

**Figure 4.1.** Global and local metrics to analyze proliferation. **Global** proliferated cells **Local** cells at rest.
In the attachment experiments, a global approach was used to measure cell density, area, and circularity. Green images were used to determine cell area and circularity and blue images were used to determine cell number. Values of cell area and circularity represent ~2000 cells analyzed for each surface. Cell density, area, and circularity medians were compared using the Mann-Whitney nonparametric test because variances were not equal and values were not normally distributed; \( p < 0.05 \) was considered significant. Global attachment results are expressed as medians ± 95% confidence intervals. In the global approach for proliferation, a proliferation ratio was obtained for each image—cells were scored for proliferation as the ratio of cells positive for BrdU incorporation (green channel images) relative to all cells (blue channel images). Proliferation ratio means were compared by 2-sample t-tests; \( p < 0.05 \) was considered significant. Global proliferation results are expressed as means ± 95% confidence. Image processing was carried out with ImageJ and statistical analysis was carried out with Minitab software. A demonstration of the image capture and analysis and a representative Minitab graphical summary output can be seen in Section 3.3.8.

A local cell-feature analysis (LCFA),[90, 91] based on histograms of distances between different types of cell-to-cell distances, was used to compare cell-to-cell interactions 4 hours after seeding and to study cell-to-cell contact effects on proliferation for the undoped and the 0.125M FeCl\(_3\)-doped P3OT films.

Images were processed with self-adaptive algorithms using the Image Processing Toolbox of Matlab™ R14 (MathWorks). Briefly, binary images of cell nuclei (blue channel) and BrdU (green channel) were obtained from raw grayscale microscopic images. Adjacent cell nuclei were segmented using the marker-controlled watershed
method[92] and the number and location were determined by statistical analysis of regional properties. Cells positive for BrdU incorporation were determined by using a variation-adjusted iterative selection method to choose the optimal threshold for BrdU intensity.

In LCFA, cell-to-cell distance is defined as the distance between the centroids of two cell nuclei. Cell-to-cell distances are sorted into frequency histograms and classified to represent distances between: proliferated cells (P), cells at rest (R), and any cell (A, not distinguishing proliferation state). The frequency functions (e.g., \( f_{AA} \), \( f_{PP} \), \( f_{RR} \), and \( f_{PR} \)) are then normalized against a standard frequency distribution (\( f_{std} \)) for a completely random occurrence of cell-cell distances that is calculated using a Monte Carlo simulation. Normalizing against \( f_{std} \) allows us to determine the deviation (a value greater than or less than unity) from the randomized probability distribution and to directly compare different types of cells distances on different surfaces.

### 4.4 Results and Discussion

For simplicity, undoped P3OT will be referred to as uP3OT, doped P3OT as dP3OT, 0.001M FeCl\(_3\)-doped P3OT as D001, and 0.125M FeCl\(_3\)-doped P3OT as D125, throughout the rest of this chapter.

#### 4.4.1 Surface characterization

Film thickness, measured by a UV-Vis-NIR reflectance interferometer, was 30 nm ± 2 nm for all films. Water contact angles indicated that while all films were hydrophobic, wettability slightly increased with doping (Figure 4.2), with values of 107.0° ± 0.1°, 105.7° ± 0.1°, and 100.8° ± 0.8° for uP3OT, D001, and D125, respectively. Although there were small differences in contact angles (2° and 7° for D001 and D125,
respectively, when compared to uP3OT), the trend observed was similar to what others have shown for doped/oxidized poly(3-alkylthiophenes).[93, 94]

![Figure 4.2. Water contact angle as a function of doping concentration.](image1)

![Figure 4.3. UV-Vis absorption spectra for uP3OT, D001, and D125 films.](image2)

Figure 4.2 shows the UV-Vis spectra of uP3OT, D001, and D125 P3OT films. The uP3OT and dP3OT films show a maximum absorption peak at ~520 nm, which
corresponds to the characteristic $\pi-\pi^*$ transition between the highest occupied $\pi$ electron band and the lowest unoccupied one of the polymer film.[95] As expected, a transition from sharp to broader peaks with a decrease in peak height, due to a reduction in electron density along the $\pi$-conjugated backbone, was observed with doping. A similar trend was shown for P3HT films doped with increasing FeCl$_3$ concentrations.[42]

Figure 4.4 shows AFM topography images of uP3OT and dP3OT films. It can be seen that doped films have a surface characterized by pits in the P3OT films. The RMS values determined by the instrument’s software were 0.645 nm, 0.912 nm, and 1.29 nm for the uP3OT, D001, and D125 P3OT films, respectively. An increase in the number of pits and in surface roughness caused by an increase in dopant concentration has been observed previously for P3HT[42, 96] and P3OT.[33, 97]

![AFM topography images of (a) uP3OT, (b) D001, and (c) D125 P3OT thin films (30 nm).](image)

**Figure 4.4.** AFM 3-D topography images of (a) uP3OT, (b) D001, and (c) D125 P3OT thin films (30 nm).
Figure 4.5 shows the FTIR spectra of uP3OT and dP3OT films in transmission mode in the range of 4000 – 650 cm\(^{-1}\). The band positions are similar to those observed for uP3OT films.[32, 70, 98] The methyl rock is observed at 725 cm\(^{-1}\); the aromatic C–H out-of-plain is around 825 cm\(^{-1}\); the methyl deformation is at 1377 cm\(^{-1}\); the ring stretching bands are observed at 1510 and 1465 cm\(^{-1}\); the aliphatic C–H stretching bands are observed at 2958, 2923, and 2854 cm\(^{-1}\). An unexpected band observed at 1745 cm\(^{-1}\) is tentatively assigned to carbonyl (C=O). Kumar et al.[33] observed a band at 1789 cm\(^{-1}\) for FeCl\(_3\)-dP3OT and assigned it to a carbonyl group that is inserted on the π-conjugated backbone of P3OT during doping and is responsible for the disruption of conjugation by the formation of sp\(^3\) defects. However, we observe this band in the undoped samples as well.

\[ \text{Figure 4.5. FTIR spectra of uP3OT and dP3OT films.} \]
In order to quantitatively describe the effect of doping on P3OT films, spectra were corrected for thickness and peak areas for the uP3OT and dP3OT were compared. A summary of the changes in peak areas for the characteristic bands is shown in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1. Comparison of FTIR peak areas of uP3OT and dP3OT.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wavenumber (cm(^{-1}))</th>
<th>Band Assignment</th>
<th>uP3OT</th>
<th>D001</th>
<th>D125</th>
<th>%Reduction uP3OT vs. D001</th>
<th>%Reduction uP3OT vs. D125</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2958, 2923, 2854</td>
<td>Aliphatic C–H stretching</td>
<td>4.87</td>
<td>4.90</td>
<td>4.25</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1745</td>
<td>Carbonyl</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1510, 1465</td>
<td>Ring stretching</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1377</td>
<td>Methyl deformation</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>825</td>
<td>Aromatic C–H out-of-plane</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>725</td>
<td>Methyl rock</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When P3OT is doped with FeCl\(_3\) an acid-base pair (cationic P3OT chain-anionic FeCl\(_4^-\)) is formed (Figure 4.6),[39] which is known to cause losses in vibrational intensity in numerous characteristic peaks of P3OT.[33, 41]

![Figure 4.6. Schematic representation of cationic P3OT chains–anionic dopant (FeCl\(_4^-\)) adducts comprising the doped region of polymer matrix.[39]](image)

We observed a reduction in peak area that increases with dopant composition for all the FTIR bands except for the aliphatic C–H stretching bands, which remained unchanged in D001, and the methyl rock band, which increased for D001 and D125 by 67% and 49%, respectively, when compared to uP3OT.
4.4.2 Cell attachment and spreading – global analysis

Cell attachment density 4 hours after seeding is shown in Figure 4.7. The number of adherent cells was significantly greater ($p < 0.05$) on D001 and D125 (~3800 cells/cm$^2$ and ~4300 cells/cm$^2$, respectively) compared to uP3OT (~3000 cells/cm$^2$). There was no significant difference in cell density between the doped samples.

![Figure 4.7. MC3T3-E1 cell attachment density on uP3OT, D001, and D125 4 hours after seeding. Values are presented as median ± 95% confidence intervals.](image)

Since cell shape is tightly coupled with cell growth,[71, 72] cell area and circularity were also determined. Cell area and circularity were only determined for isolated cells (i.e., cells not touching any other cells). Cell area correlated strongly with the level of doping; it was lowest on uP3OT (~1200 µm$^2$) followed by D001 (~1650 µm$^2$) and D125 (~1750 µm$^2$) (Figure 4.8). All values were significantly different ($p < 0.05$). Cell area on D001 increased by 35% compared to uP3OT but it only increased by 7% on D125 compared to D001. Cell circularity (equation 3.1), a metric that compares cell
aspect to that of a circle of the same area, was used to quantify cell spreading. A circularity value of 1 indicates a perfect circle and a value approaching 0 indicates an increasingly elongated polygon. Cell circularity for D125 (0.13) was significantly lower than uP3OT and D001 ($p < 0.05$) (Figure 4.8). In general, cells showed elongated structures in both undoped and doped surfaces.

![Graph of cell area and circularity](image)

**Figure 4.8.** Area and circularity of MC3T3-E1 cells after 4 hours of culture on uP3OT, D001, and D125. Values are presented as median ± 95% confidence intervals.

4.4.3 **Cell attachment and spreading – local analysis**

A local cell-feature analysis (LCFA) was recently developed by Su et al. in order to detect cell-cell and cell-microstructure interactions of cultured cells.[91] Here we use the same approach to study the interactions between cells 4 hours after seeding. Briefly, LCFA generates a standard frequency distribution ($f_{std}$) for a completely random occurrence of cell-cell distances using a Monte Carlo simulation. The experimental frequency distribution, $f_{AA}$ in this case, is then normalized against $f_{std}$ to determine the
deviation (a value greater than or less than unity) from the randomized probability distribution.

Figure 4.9 shows the normalized distribution $\tilde{f}_{AA} = f_{AA} / f_{std}$ for the attachment results. It can be seen that deviations from $f_{std}$ are always less than 1 when the distance becomes less than $\sim20 \, \mu m$ and $\sim50 \, \mu m$ for uP3OT and dP3OT, respectively. This indicates that cells tend to avoid each other at close distances on dP3OT when compared to uP3OT. Interestingly, cell density was lower for uP3OT (3000 cells/cm²) compared to D125 (4300 cells/cm²), suggesting that initial (4 hours) cell attachment and cell-to-cell contact might be influenced by cell density. In previous studies Marx et al.[99] provided evidence for cell density dependence, or cell-cell cooperativity, in the initial (2 hours) adhesion and steady-state (24 hours) behavior of endothelial cells. From our observations we hypothesize that there is a cell density threshold for the onset of cell self-avoidance effects on initial cell attachment.

**Figure 4.9.** Normalized distribution, $\tilde{f}_{AA}$, for cells cultured for a period of 4 hours on uP3OT and D125.
4.4.4 Cell proliferation – global analysis

Figure 4.10 shows the proliferation ratio of MC3T3-E1 cells after 24, 48, and 72 hours of culture on uP3OT and dP3OT films. The proliferation ratio on uP3OT after 24 hours of culture (32%) was significantly higher than that on D001 (27%) and D125 (20%) \( (p < 0.05) \). Results at 48 hours showed higher proliferation on the doped surfaces (21% and 20% for D001 and D125, respectively) compared to uP3OT (17%). At 72 hours, uP3OT (23%) and D001 (22%) showed significantly higher proliferation compared to D125 (20%) \( (p < 0.05) \). In general, when comparing surfaces at each time point (i.e., 24 hours, 48 hours, and 72 hours) the proliferation values were significantly different \( (p < 0.05) \), except for uP3OT vs. D001 at 72 hours. Undoped P3OT showed a 45% decrease in proliferation after 48 hours followed by a 34% recovery at 72 hours. A similar trend in proliferation was observed previously for uP3OT.\[86]\ This trend changes significantly with doping: the percent decrease in proliferation after 48 hours for the D001 is only about half the undoped case (22% decrease for D001). The recovery is only 7% for D001 compared to 34% for uP3OT. The proliferation-time trend disappears for the D125, with a 48 hour decrease of 3% and 72 hour recovery of 2%, both which yield \( p > 0.05 \).
Figure 4.10. Proliferation ratio of MC3T3-E1 cells after 24, 48, and 72 hours of culture on uP3OT, D001, and D125. Values are presented as mean ± 95% confidence intervals.

4.4.5 Cell proliferation – local analysis

In order to investigate cell contact effects on proliferation of uP3OT and D125 we used LCFA to study the interactions between proliferated cells (P), cells at rest (R), and any cell (A, not distinguishing proliferation state). Specifically, AA, PP, PR, and RR distances were used to detect local contact inhibition or cell self-avoidance effects on proliferation not observed using the global analysis (Figure 4.11). Global effects of cell density on cell proliferation after 48 and 72 hours of culture are shown in Figures A.2 and A.3, respectively.
Figure 4.11. Effect of cell density on cell proliferation for MC3T3-E1 cultured on (a) uP3OT and (b) D125 for a period of 24 hours.

We used the experimental frequency distributions, \( f_{AA}, f_{PP}, f_{PR}, \) and \( f_{RR} \) and normalized them against \( f_{std} \) to determine the deviation from the randomized probability distribution. Figure 4.12a shows the normalized distribution \( \tilde{f}_{AA} = f_{AA} / f_{std} \) for uP3OT and D125 after 24 hours of culture. Deviations from \( f_{std} \) are greater than one (higher likelihood of finding a neighbor) when the distance between cell nuclei becomes less than \( \sim 50 \) \( \mu \)m for both surfaces. It can also be seen that \( \tilde{f}_{AA} \) for uP3OT is always greater than
\( \tilde{f}_{AA} \) for D125 at distances less than \(~50 \, \mu m\), indicating that there is higher frequency of AA pairs on uP3OT when compared to D125. In other words, cells are more likely to be close to each other on uP3OT than on D125.

A similar behavior was observed for the normalized distribution \( \tilde{f}_{\text{PP}} = f_{\text{PP}} / f_{\text{std}} \) (Figure 4.12b) indicating that there is a higher occurrence of PP pairs on uP3OT vs. D125 at distances below \(~30 \, \mu m\). uP3OT shows a higher intensity peak at \(13 \, \mu m\) when compared to D125 which may result from higher proliferation ratio on uP3OT compared to D125 after 24 hours of culture. The local analysis gives insight of the cell-to-cell distance at which proliferation is enhanced and allows a quantitative comparison of the likelihood of finding a PP pair at a certain distance on doped vs. undoped P3OT. From RR curves we observed global enhancement peaks similar to those observed in the AA and PP curves (Figure 4.13). Hence, we suggest that the peaks observed are due to a combination of factors: two daughter cells that have just proliferated are always very close to each other and the fact that on these surfaces (uP3OT and dP3OT) cells prefer to be in close proximity.

With the LCFA approach an experimental frequency distribution can also be normalized against another experimental frequency distribution to highlight specific effects among different pairs of distances. We looked at the PR/RR ratio, \( r_{\text{PRIIR}} \), which can be used to determine the posterior odds (PO) of proliferation at different separation distances. Figure 4.12c shows the \( r_{\text{PRIIR}} \) profiles for uP3OT and D125 after 24 hours of culture. In order to explain this plot, consider two cells that are separated at a distance of \(18 \, \mu m\) and another two cells that are separated at a distance of \(13 \, \mu m\). The posterior odds that one of the two cells has proliferated is \( PO_{\text{PRIIR}} = r_{\text{PRIIR}} (18) / r_{\text{PRIIR}} (13) = 1.3 \).
(uP3OT) or = 2 (D125) fold lower at 13 µm than at a distance of 18 µm for uP3OT and D125, respectively. Similarly, we can choose any other two distances and compare the PO on uP3OT vs. dP3OT. The profile for uP3OT varies somewhat, therefore no definite conclusion can be made on whether the PO on uP3OT are always higher or lower compared to dP3OT at any given distance combinations, but we can conclude that contact inhibition is observed for both surfaces and that the effect of contact inhibition on proliferation increases as the cell-cell distance decreases.

![Graph](image)

**Figure 4.12.** Normalized distributions: a) \( \tilde{f}_{AA} \), b) \( \tilde{f}_{PP} \), and c) \( f_{PR} / f_{RR} \) for cells cultured for a period of 24 hours on uP3OT and D125.
Figure 4.12. Continued.
Figure 4.13. Normalized distribution, $\tilde{f}_{rr}$, for cells cultured for a period of 24 hours on uP3OT and D125.

The $\tilde{f}_{AA}$, $\tilde{f}_{PP}$, $r_{PRRR}$, and $\tilde{f}_{RR}$ profiles at 48 and 72 hours of culture are shown in Figures A.4 and A.5, respectively. The $\tilde{f}_{AA}$ deviations of uP3OT and D125 at 48 hours are always less than 1 when the distance between cell nuclei becomes less than ~30 µm. At 48 hours, there is slightly higher likelihood of finding AA pairs at distances below ~30 µm on uP3OT vs. D125, but the likelihood of finding PP pairs is about the same for uP3OT and D125 at all distances.

The $\tilde{f}_{AA}$ and $\tilde{f}_{PP}$ deviations of uP3OT at 72 hours are always greater than 1 when the distance between cell nuclei becomes less than ~50 µm. A similar behavior was observed for uP3OT at 24 hours. The $\tilde{f}_{AA}$ and $\tilde{f}_{PP}$ curves for D125 at 72 hours are close to 1 except at very short distances (< 18 µm for $\tilde{f}_{AA}$ and < 9 µm for $\tilde{f}_{PP}$). Also the
frequency of AA and PP pairs at distances shorter than ~50 µm is always higher for uP3OT compared to D125 at 72 hours.

From the $r_{PRI}RR$ profiles one can observe contact inhibition of proliferation for both uP3OT and D125 at 48 and 72 hours but no definite conclusion can be made on whether the $PO$ on uP3OT are always higher or lower compared to D125 at any given distance combination.

Overall, $\bar{f}_{AA}$ and $\bar{f}_{PP}$ profiles were similar at 24 and 72 hours (i.e., $f_{AA}(uP3OT) > f_{AA}(D125)$ and $f_{PP}(uP3OT) > f_{PP}(D125)$) and $f_{AA} \approx f_{PP}$ at 48 hours. We observed that $f_{AA}$, obtained for uP3OT and D125 from the local analysis ($f_{AA}(24h) > f_{AA}(72h) > f_{AA}(48h)$ at ~18 µm) correlated with the proliferation values obtained from the global analysis ($Prol(24h) > Prol(72h) > Prol(48h)$). The effect of contact inhibition on proliferation is similar on uP3OT and D125 at 24, 48, and 72 hours of culture.

4.5 Conclusions

In summary, we demonstrated that doping P3OT with FeCl$_3$ has a strong effect on MC3T3-E1 cell attachment and proliferation. In particular doping increases cell density and area, decreases circularity, and decreases proliferation after 24 and 72 hours of culture. We used a local approach to study cell contact effects on proliferation that were otherwise masked by the global approach. The local analysis gave insight to the cell’s sensitivity to the presence of other cells in the local environment, and how this sensitivity changes depending on substrate doping. Cell-to-cell sensitivity, in turn, influences proliferation suppression. Our results indicate that cell proliferation behavior can be tuned by doping P3OT and suggests that the different proliferation behaviors arise from changes in cell-cell contact sensitivity on doped versus undoped surfaces.
CHAPTER 5
EFFECT OF P3OT THICKNESS AND FILM PREPARATION
CONDITIONS ON OSTEOBLAST ATTACHMENT AND
PROLIFERATION

5.1 Abstract

Previous work showed that poly(3-octylthiophene) (P3OT), a semi-conductor in its undoped state, can sustain attachment and proliferation of MC3T3-E1 osteoblasts and that FeCl₃-doped P3OT can be used to regulate osteoblast functions. P3OT electronic properties are known to vary with thickness, solvent used for film preparation, and thermal annealing. In this work we used discrete and combinatorial methods to make a preliminary assessment of the effect of P3OT thickness and film preparation conditions on osteoblast attachment and proliferation. For rapid screening, we developed P3OT thickness gradient libraries over a high range (130 – 200 nm) and discrete thickness films over a low range (20, 30, and 50 nm). We also investigated the effect of thermal annealing (annealed at 80°C vs. unannealed) and solvent used for film preparation (CHCl₃ vs. THF). We demonstrate that cell attachment over the low range and cell attachment and proliferation over the high range were not affected by P3OT thickness. We also demonstrate that annealing had opposite effect on cell density, area, and circularity on films prepared from CHCl₃ when compared to films prepared from THF.
5.2 Introduction

Conducting polymers (CPs) are having increased attention for use in biomedical applications such as biosensors,[83-85] molecular actuators,[60] and cell support substrates.[22, 23, 49] One key advantage of CPs over other materials is their ability to conduct electricity upon doping. Besides tuning conductivity, most research has focused on biological and physical modification of CPs for further optimization when targeting a specific application. For example, for biosensors it is important to tune the surface energy, conductivity, and reactive functionalities to successfully incorporate biomolecules to improve detection of binding events. For tissue engineering, CP properties such as roughness, hydrophobicity, three-dimensional geometry, and degradability are critical. Although it is known that surface properties are critical to promote attachment and growth of certain cells the desirable properties to elicit specific cell functions are still not clear.

CPs such as polypyrrole and polythiophene are able, via electrical stimulation, to modulate the behavior of certain electrically responsive cells (e.g., nerve, muscle, bone, and cardiac cells).[100, 101] Substituted polythiophenes have shown increased interest for biomedical applications because of their versatility and unique surface properties.[102, 103] We recently showed that poly(3-octylthiophene) (P3OT) is a suitable substrate to sustain attachment and proliferation of MC3T3-E1 osteoblasts and that FeCl$_3$-doped P3OT can be used to alter osteoblast functions.[86] P3OT properties are known to vary with thickness,[28, 34] solvent used for film preparation,[35, 36] and thermal annealing.[37, 38] For example, Taka et al.[35] showed that solvent type affects the macromolecular structure and organization of P3OT films cast from solution. They
observed higher crystallinity in films made from THF compared to films made from CHCl₃. Chattopadhyay et al.[28, 34] recently showed that thickness strongly affects the surface energy of P3OT. In their studies the adhesion force, measured by AFM, experienced a minimum at a P3OT thickness of 170 nm (Figure 5.1). They concluded that the van der Waals (VDW) interactions of P3OT with the AFM tip are a complex function of thickness, including a change in the slope sign of force versus thickness.

**Figure 5.1.** Adhesive pull of force profile of P3OT thickness gradient film.[28]

In addition, Singh et al.[37] observed changes in surface morphology of P3OT films by soft thermal annealing. They showed that thermal annealing induces an ordered corrugated rod-type morphology in P3OT films (Figure 5.2).

**Figure 5.2.** SEM micrographs of pristine P3OT films annealed at 373 K for different interval of time (a) unannealed—303 K (b) 1 h, (c) 5 h, (d) 12 h, (e) 24 h, (f) 48 h, and (g) 72 h.[37]

The potential to easily modify the physical, electrical and chemical properties of P3OT presents an advantage for discovering properties to elicit desirable functions in
cells and thus allowing for optimal design and development of biomaterials. In this work we used combinatorial and discrete methods to make an initial assessment of the effects of P3OT thickness, thermal annealing, and solvent used for film preparation, on the attachment and proliferation of MC3T3-E1 osteoblasts.

We studied the response of cell attachment and proliferation by fluorescent labeling of F-actin fibers and 5-Bromo-2'-deoxyuridine (BrdU) incorporation, respectively.

5.3 Materials and Methods

5.3.1 Preparation of P3OT films

P3OT (>98.5% head-to-tail regioregular, Aldrich) thickness gradient films were prepared from 2 wt% chloroform solution on 32 mm x 32 mm silicon chips (Silicon Inc.) and discrete films were prepared from 1 wt% chloroform (CHCl₃) solution or 2 wt% tetrahydrofuran (THF) solution on 24 mm x 24 mm silicon chips (Silicon Inc.) that were previously cleaned in a Piranha solution (70% sulfuric acid – 30% hydrogen peroxide) followed by 48% hydrofluoric acid (HF) etching. HF etching was required to render the surface hydrophobic and prevent film delamination during the cell culture period. Thickness gradient and discrete thickness films were prepared using a knife-edge coating apparatus[67-69] and kept under vacuum at room temperature for several days to remove residual solvent. Thermal annealing of P3OT discrete thickness films was done under vacuum at 80º for 15 hours.
5.3.2 Characterization of P3OT films

Film thickness was measured using a high-throughput UV-Vis-NIR reflectance interferometer (Stellar Net EPP 2000). The UV-Vis spectra for all films were obtained using a Cary 5000 Spectrophotometer (Varian Inc.). Surface topography characterization was performed by tapping mode atomic force microscopy (AFM) with an MFP-3D AFM system (Asylum Research). Root-mean-square (RMS) roughness for a 5 x 5 µm scan size was calculated using the instrument’s software. Water contact angle was measured with a VCA 2500 XE contact angle system (AST Products, Inc.).

5.3.3 Cell culture

MC3T3-E1 osteoblast-like cells (Riken Cell Bank, Japan) were cultured in alpha modification of Eagle’s minimum essential medium (α-MEM) (Mediatech, Inc.) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) (ATCC) and 1% penicillin-streptomycin (Mediatech, Inc.) at 37°C in a fully humidified atmosphere at 5% CO₂. Prior to seeding, cells were washed with Dulbecco's Phosphate Buffered Saline (DPBS) without Ca²⁺ and Mg²⁺ (Mediatech, Inc.) and trypsinized with 0.05% Trypsin/0.53mM EDTA in HBSS (Mediatech, Inc.). P3OT thickness gradient films were placed in 60 mm petri dishes (VWR) and discrete thickness films were placed in Costar six-well microplates (Corning, Inc.). Films were sterilized by immersion in a 70% ethanol solution for 30 min followed by 3 washes of DPBS with Ca²⁺ and Mg²⁺ (5 min each). Cells, at passage 6, were seeded at a density of 5000 cells/cm².
5.3.4 Cell attachment and spreading

Cell attachment and spreading were observed by fluorescent labeling of F-actin fibers with Fluorescein phalloidin (Invitrogen) 4 hours after seeding. Cells were fixed in 3.6% paraformaldehyde (w/v) for 10 min and then permeabilized with 0.1% Triton X-100 in 1% BSA/PBS for 5 min. F-actin fibers were stained with Fluorescein phalloidin (Invitrogen) in 1% BSA/PBS at a proportion of 1:20 for 30 min at room temperature. Cells were washed with PBS and cell nuclei were counterstained with Hoechst (Invitrogen) at a proportion of 1:10,000 in PBS for 15 min at room temperature.

5.3.5 Cell proliferation

Cell proliferation was assayed at 24 and 48 hours using 5-Bromo-2'-deoxyuridine (BrdU) (Sigma), a thymidine analog that incorporates into newly replicated DNA. BrdU (10 µM) was added to the cell culture media 1 hour prior to cell fixation. Cells were fixed with 70% ethanol for 30 min and then treated with 0.07N NaOH for 2 minutes followed by immersion in PBS (pH 8.5). Cells were then incubated for 30 min in a humidified chamber with monoclonal anti-BrdU (Becton Dickinson) mixed with 0.5% Tween 20/PBS at proportion of 20:50. Following washing with PBS, cells were incubated in Alexa Fluor 488 conjugated goat anti-mouse IgG antibody (Invitrogen) at a proportion of 1:200 in PBS. After washing with PBS cell nuclei were counterstained with Hoechst (Invitrogen) at a proportion of 1:10,000 in PBS for 15 min.

5.3.6 Image acquisition and analysis

Cell attachment, spreading, and proliferation were assayed by fluorescence microscopy with an Olympus BX51 upright microscope equipped with a translation stage. Thickness gradient samples were imaged in a (8 x 10) grid and discrete samples
were imaged in a (13 x 4) grid, both at a magnification of 10X. Two fluorescent images were captured at each grid position: (1) a green channel image for Fluorescein phalloidin (attachment) or Alexa Fluor 488 conjugated antibody (proliferation); and (2) a blue channel image of Hoechst-stained cell nuclei. For the attachment experiments, green images were used to determine cell area and circularity and blue images were used to determine cell number. Values of cell area and circularity represent ~2000 cells analyzed for each surface. Cells were scored for proliferation as the ratio of cells positive for BrdU incorporation (green images) relative to cell nuclei (blue images). Image processing was carried out with ImageJ and statistical analysis was carried out with Minitab software. Cell density, area, and circularity medians were compared using the Mann-Whitney nonparametric test because variances were not equal and values were not normally distributed; \( p < 0.05 \) was considered significant. Differences in proliferation on the thickness gradient films were tested by ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparison test \( (p < 0.05) \). All results are expressed as medians or means \( \pm 95\% \) confidence intervals.

5.4 Results and Discussion

For simplicity, annealed P3OT will be referred to as aP3OT, unannealed P3OT as uaP3OT, P3OT films prepared from CHCl\(_3\) as P3OT/CHCl\(_3\) and P3OT films prepared from THF as P3OT/THF, throughout the rest of this chapter.

5.4.1 Surface characterization

Figure 5.3 shows a representative thickness map for P3OT thickness gradient films over the high range. Films thicknesses ranged from approximately 130 nm to 200
nm and had a polynomial dependence on position, $y$ (mm), on the wafer. Representative plots for constant thickness films (20, 30, and 50 nm) are shown in Figure 5.4.

![Representative three-dimensional thickness map of the thickness gradient P3OT films.](image)

**Figure 5.3.** Representative three-dimensional thickness map of the thickness gradient P3OT films.

![Representative plots of constant thickness films: a) 20 nm, b) 30 nm, and c) 50 nm. Values are presented as mean ± SEM.](image)

**Figure 5.4.** Representative plots of constant thickness films: a) 20 nm, b) 30 nm, and c) 50 nm. Values are presented as mean ± SEM.

The water contact angle of thickness gradient films (Figure 5.5) initially decreases with thickness and plateaus at thicknesses greater than 180 nm (~97º). Water contact angles were 106.4º ± 0.3º, 105.1º ± 0.9º, 106.4º ± 0.5º, and 107.0º ± 0.7º for uaP3OT/CHCl₃, aP3OT/CHCl₃, uaP3OT/THF, and aP3OT/THF, respectively.
Figure 5.5. Water contact angle for thickness gradient films.

Figure 5.6 shows the UV-Vis absorption spectra for aP3OT and uaP3OT films prepared from CHCl$_3$ and THF. Maximum absorption peaks were observed at 524 nm (uaP3OT) and 523 nm (aP3OT) for films made from CHCl$_3$ and 526 nm (uaP3OT) and 524 nm (aP3OT) for films made from THF. Although there were minor shifts toward higher energies for aP3OT/CHCl$_3$ and aP3OT/THF, the trend observed was similar to what others have shown for annealed samples of P3ATs.[104, 105]
Figure 5.6. UV-Vis absorption spectra for aP3OT and uaP3OT films made from CHCl₃ and THF.

Figure 5.7 shows AFM topography images of unannealed and annealed P3OT films prepared from CHCl₃ and THF. The RMS values determined by the instrument’s software were 2.19 nm, 2.70 nm, 3.07 nm, and 3.33 nm for uaP3OT/CHCl₃, aP3OT/CHCl₃, uaP3OT/THF, and aP3OT/THF films, respectively. In general, film roughness slightly increased with annealing while the number of features decreased with annealing. Unannealed P3OT/CHCl₃ samples (Figure 5.7a) showed a combination of islands and pits of various heights and depths that dewetted after annealing (Figure 5.7b) to form pits of uniform depth (~20 nm). Unannealed P3OT/THF samples (Figure 5.7c) showed an increased number of islands of ~10 nm in height. Annealing P3OT/THF films (Figure 5.7d) resulted in a decrease in the number of islands along with a two-fold increase in island height (~20 nm).
Figure 5.7. AFM topography images of (a) uaP3OT/CHCl₃, (b) aP3OT/CHCl₃, (c) uaP3OT/THF, and (d) aP3OT/THF.
5.4.2 Cell attachment – high thickness range

Cell attachment density 4 hours after seeding is shown in Figure 5.8. Cell density, area, and circularity was binned into 7 thickness ranges (130 – 140 nm, 140 – 150 nm, 150 – 160 nm, 160 – 170 nm, 170 – 180 nm, 180 – 190 nm, and 190 – 200 nm). There was no statistical difference between cell density values when comparing different thickness bins and no trend was observed for cell density as a function of film thickness.

![Graph showing cell density vs. film thickness](image)

**Figure 5.8.** MC3T3-E1 cell attachment density on thickness gradient films. Values are presented as median ± 95% confidence intervals.

Cell area and circularity 4 hours after seeding is shown in Figure 5.9. There were no statistical differences between cell area or circularity values for the different thickness bins and no trend was observed as a function of film thickness. These results suggest that slight changes in surface energy obtained by variations in film thickness are not enough to affect MC3T3-E1 cell attachment.

![Graph showing cell area and circularity vs. film thickness](image)
Figure 5.9. Area and circularity of MC3T3-E1 cells after 4 hours of culture on thickness gradient films. Values are presented as median ± 95% confidence intervals.

5.4.3 Cell proliferation – high thickness range

Figure 5.10 shows the proliferation ratio of MC3T3-E1 cells after 24, 48, and 72 hours of culture on thickness gradient P3OT films. Cell proliferation was binned into 7 thickness ranges (130 – 140 nm, 140 – 150 nm, 150 – 160 nm, 160 – 170 nm, 170 – 180 nm, 180 – 190 nm, and 190 – 200 nm). Proliferation ratio differences were tested by ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparison test ($p < 0.05$). After 24 hours of culture there were no statistically significant differences in the proliferation ratio on the different thickness ranges, except between 150 – 160 nm and 170 – 180 nm. There were no statistically significant differences in the proliferation ratio after 48 hours and after 72 hours only 140 – 150 nm and 190 – 200 nm were significantly different.
Figure 5.10. Proliferation ratio as a function of P3OT thickness of cells cultured for a period of 24, 48, and 72 hours. Values are presented as mean ± 95% confidence intervals.

When comparing proliferation ratios at different time points (i.e., 24, 48, and 72 hours) for each thickness range bin one can observe that $Prol_{(24h)} > Prol_{(72h)} > Prol_{(48h)}$, which is the same trend observed previously for P3OT constant thickness films (30 nm). These findings suggest that MC3T3-E1 proliferation is affected by the P3OT chemistry and not by the slight differences in surface energy/wettability observed for thickness gradient P3OT films.

5.4.4 Cell attachment – film thickness and preparation conditions

We investigated the effect of thickness (20, 30, and 50 nm) on the attachment of osteoblasts cultured on P3OT/CHCl₃ and P3OT/THF. Cell attachment density values are shown in Figure 5.11. Cell density on P3OT/CHCl₃ was significantly higher for 30 nm (~3000 cell/cm²) and 50 nm (~2700 cells/cm²) when compared to 20 nm (~2000
cells/cm$^2$) ($p < 0.05$); there was no significant difference between the 30 nm and 50 nm films. Cell density on P3OT/THF was only significantly different between 30 nm (~2100 cells/cm$^2$) and 50 nm (~1900 cells/cm$^2$). Overall, cell density was higher for higher thickness P3OT/CHCl$_3$ films but no trend was observed on P3OT/THF. When evaluating the effect of solvent on cell density we observed that there was no significant difference on the 20 nm films but cell density was significantly higher on 30 nm and 50 nm P3OT/CHCl$_3$ films compared to P3OT/THF films.

Figure 5.11. MC3T3-E1 cell attachment density on P3OT films (20, 30, and 50 nm) made from CHCl$_3$ and THF 4 hours after seeding. Values are presented as median ± 95% confidence intervals.

Figure 5.12 shows cell area of cells cultured on P3OT films (20, 30, and 50 nm) made from CHCl$_3$ and THF. Cell area values on P3OT/CHCl$_3$ were significantly different when comparing all thicknesses: 20 nm (~1200 µm$^2$), 30 nm (~980 µm$^2$), and 50 nm (~1070 µm$^2$). Cell area on P3OT/THF was only significantly different between 20 nm (~1080 µm$^2$) and 30 nm (~1150 µm$^2$). When evaluating the effect of solvent in cell
area we observed an opposite trend to the one observed for cell density on P3OT 30 nm and 50 nm films. In other words, cell density was higher on P3OT/CHCl$_3$ when compared to P3OT/THF and cell area was higher on P3OT/THF when compared to P3OT/CHCl$_3$ for 30 nm and 50 nm films.

**Figure 5.12.** Area of MC3T3-E1 cells after 4 hours of culture on P3OT films (20, 30, and 50 nm) made from CHCl$_3$ and THF. Values are presented as median ± 95% confidence intervals.

Figure 5.13 shows circularity of cells cultured on P3OT films (20, 30, and 50 nm) made from CHCl$_3$ and THF. Cell circularity was only significantly higher on 30 nm P3OT/CHCl$_3$ films (0.14) when compared to all the samples. All other circularity values were not significantly different. This observation is not surprising as it has been proposed that MC3T3-E1 cell morphology (aspect ratio) varies with surface chemistry,[75] which was not varied in this case.
Figure 5.13. Circularity of MC3T3-E1 cells after 4 hours of culture on P3OT films (20, 30, and 50 nm) made from CHCl$_3$ and THF. Values are presented as median ± 95% confidence intervals.

We also investigated the effect of film preparation conditions (i.e., annealed vs. unannealed and CHCl$_3$ vs. THF) on the attachment of osteoblasts. Cell attachment density 4 hours after seeding is shown in Figure 5.14. The number of adherent cells was significantly greater ($p < 0.05$) on uaP3OT/CHCl$_3$ (~3000 cells/cm$^2$) compared to aP3OT/CHCl$_3$ (~2300 cells/cm$^2$). The opposite was observed for P3OT/THF films in which cell density was ~3000 cells/cm$^2$ and ~2100 cells/cm$^2$ on aP3OT and uaP3OT, respectively.
Figure 5.14. MC3T3-E1 cell attachment density on aP3OT and uaP3OT films made from CHCl₃ and THF 4 hours after seeding. Values are presented as median ± 95% confidence intervals.

Figure 5.15 shows the cell area and circularity of cells cultured on annealed and unannealed P3OT films made from CHCl₃ and THF. Cell area was significantly greater on annealed (~1070 µm²) compared to unannealed (~980 µm²) films made from CHCl₃. The opposite was observed for cell cultured on films made from THF (~ 930 µm² and ~1150 µm² for unannealed and annealed, respectively). When comparing cell area for different solvents it was significantly higher on uaP3OT/THF compared to uaP3OT/CHCl₃ and significantly lower on aP3OT/THF when compared to aP3OT/CHCl₃. Cell circularity was only significantly higher for cell cultured on aP3OT/THF.
Figure 5.15. Area and circularity of MC3T3-E1 cells after 4 hours of culture on aP3OT and uaP3OT films made from CHCl$_3$ and THF. Values are presented as median ± 95% confidence intervals.

Nanoscale features (e.g., islands and pits) are known to affect cell functions such as attachment and spreading.[106-108] Therefore, the differences observed in cell density, area and circularity of P3OT films made from CHCl$_3$ and THF could be explained by the differences in surface morphology that arise from casting films using different solvents and by thermal annealing.

5.5 Conclusions

We developed P3OT thickness gradient libraries over a high range (130 – 200 nm) and discrete thickness films over a low range (20, 30, and 50 nm). We also investigated the effect of thermal annealing (annealed at 80°C vs. unannealed) and solvent used for film preparation (CHCl$_3$ vs. THF). In summary, we demonstrate that P3OT film preparation conditions through their effects on surface morphology can be
used to alter MC3T3-E1 attachment. We demonstrate that cell attachment over the low range and cell attachment and proliferation over the high range were not affected by P3OT thickness. We also demonstrate that annealing had opposite effect on cell density, area, and circularity on films prepared from CHCl₃ when compared to films prepared from THF.
CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

6.1 Conclusions

The objective of this project was to assess the suitability of P3OT to sustain MC3T3-E1 attachment and growth. Our central hypothesis was that P3OT film properties (i.e., thickness, film preparation conditions, and level of doping) are able to regulate osteoblast functions (i.e., attachment and proliferation). We formulated this hypothesis based on preliminary studies on P3OT and the fact that other substituted polythiophenes have been tuned to regulate and elicit desired functions in cells that are known to respond to electrical stimulation. Using discrete and high-throughput methods we demonstrate that P3OT is a suitable surface to sustain MC3T3-E1 attachment and proliferation with no cytotoxicity observed relative to TCPS. We also demonstrate that doping P3OT with FeCl$_3$ has a strong effect on MC3T3-E1 cell attachment and proliferation and that film preparation conditions can be used to regulate attachment and proliferation in osteoblasts. This work is significant because it contributes to the growing area of conducting polymers in biomedical applications and establishes P3OT, for the first time, as a potential cell substrate that sustains MC3T3-E1 attachment and promotes high levels of cell proliferation.

6.2 Future directions

The research presented here could be expanded further to enhance our understanding P3OT-cell interactions. It is important to note that the methods described
in this section could be applied to other cell types that are known to respond to electrical stimulation (e.g., nerve, muscle, bone, and cardiac cells).

6.2.1 Protein expression and mineralization

The immature MC3T3-E1 cell line used in this work is known to exhibit a developmental sequence analogous to osteoblasts in bone tissue, namely proliferation of undifferentiated osteoblast precursors followed by expression of differentiated osteoblast phenotype, and subsequent mineralization of extracellular matrix (ECM) when mature.[52] In this work we studied the initial events (i.e., attachment and proliferation) that occur when MC3T3-E1 cells are cultured on P3OT thin films. Further studies should address the ability of MC3T3-E1 cells to express the genes associated with bone cell differentiation when cultured on P3OT. It is known that extracellular matrix maturation and mineralization follow proliferation in osteoblast cells.[109] Therefore, the expression of bone matrix proteins (e.g., alkaline phosphatase, osteocalcin, and osteopontin) as well as mineralization of MC3T3-E1 cells should be further studied.

6.2.2 Regulating P3OT-cell interactions by adsorbed proteins

Cell adhesion to synthetic materials is crucial to many biomedical applications.[110, 111] It is believed that cell adhesion is mediated by a layer of adsorbed proteins, such as vitronectin, fibrinogen, and fibronectin.[112] Moreover, pre-adsorbed serum proteins are known to play an important role in modifying surface characteristics which in turn modulate cell attachment and growth.[74, 76, 77] For example, De Giglio et al. showed that osteoblast adhesion was enhanced up to 230% on RGDS peptide-modified PPy surfaces. In this work we showed that pre-soaking P3OT with serum containing media enhanced proliferation of MC3T3-E1 cells. This work
should be extended further to investigate the effect of specific adsorbed proteins (e.g., RGDS peptide, fibronectin, and vitronectin) on osteoblast attachment and proliferation.

6.2.3 Combinatorial methods to generate doping gradients

In this work we showed that doping P3OT with FeCl$_3$ has a strong effect on MC3T3-E1 cell attachment and proliferation. It would be of interest to study the effect of multiple doping concentrations on cell functions. Generating doping concentration gradients could provide a rapid way of studying the level of doping effect on cell functions. Vertical dipping methods, similar to the ones developed for layer-by-layer deposition,[113] could be customized to generate doping gradients. A gradient in dipping time could be used to create a gradient in the level of doping across a polymer film. Combinatorial and high-throughput methods[114] could then be used to analyze cell response to P3OT doping gradients.

6.2.4 Combination of electrical and topographical characteristics

In this work we demonstrated that P3OT is a suitable substrate to sustain attachment and proliferation of osteoblasts and that its properties can be tailored to modulate cell functions. Surface topography is also known to play an important role in modulating osteoblast functions such as adhesion[115] and proliferation.[116] The simultaneous use of conductivity and surface patterns to stimulate cells is a novel idea that has recently been investigated.[117] Therefore, it would be of interest to expand this research to study the combined effect of conductivity and patterning on MC3T3-E1 cells using P3OT as the conducting substrate.

Surface patterning can be achieved by a variety of soft lithographic techniques such as microcontact printing, replica molding, and solvent-assisted microcontact
molding as well as other techniques including dip-pen nanolithography, photolithography, and dewetting.[118] Most of these techniques require clean-room facilities and some are expensive. Dewetting is an inexpensive technique and does not require a clean room. Dewetting of thin polymer films is caused by a destabilization process that yields a rupture of an initially homogeneous film.[119, 120]

Chatthopadhyay et al.[28, 34] developed and characterized dewetting patterns on polystyrene (PS)/P3OT bilayers (Figure 6.1). In these studies the authors showed that characterizing film dewetting utilizing orthogonal thickness gradient libraries of P3OT and PS is an efficient way of capturing the VDW stability regimes in the PS/P3OT system.

Figure 6.1. Schematic of the conductor/insulator bilayer system.

Figure 6.2 shows the different dewetting patterns that can be obtained from various PS thicknesses (21 nm, 23 nm, and 25 nm) coated on top of a 170 nm P3OT film. By dewetting PS/P3OT bilayers of PS thicknesses ranging from 20 – 30 nm and P3OT thickness of 170 nm for 10 minutes at 100 °C, hole diameters < 50 µm can be achieved. Previous studies have shown enhanced protein expression and F-actin production of osteoblasts in poly(D,L-lactide)/poly(ε-caprolactone) temperature-composition libraries having microstructures with diameters within this range (20 – 40 µm).[91, 114, 121] Therefore, dewetted PS/P3OT bilayers may present an economic and plausible way of studying the combined effects of conductivity and patterning on MC3T3-E1 functions.
In this work we characterized the attachment and proliferation of osteoblasts on P3OT but one important question that may arise if the PS/P3OT system is used is whether or not cells are capable of attaching and proliferating on PS thin films. We investigated the proliferation of MC3T3-E1 cells cultured on PS for 24, 48, and 72 hours (Figure 6.3) and demonstrated that PS is also a suitable substrate that sustains high levels of proliferation.

**Figure 6.2.** Optical micrograph and corresponding AFM topograph of dewetting pattern for various PS thicknesses in 10 min at 100°C on P3OT coated silicon substrate of 170 nm P3OT thickness.[28]

**Figure 6.3.** Proliferation ratio of MC3T3-E1 cells after 24, 48, and 72 hours of culture on P3OT, PS, and TCPS. Values are presented as mean ± 95% confidence intervals.
6.2.5 Electrical stimulation

A number of studies have shown that electrical stimulation using conducting polymers can modulate cellular response. For example, Wong et al.[56] studied the effect of doped polypyrrole (PPy) on the attachment and spreading of endothelial cells. They showed that oxidized PPy resulted in cell spreading, whereas reduction of PPy to its neutral state led to cell rounding. Other studies have shown that cell growth and function can be enhanced at the interface of PPy undergoing electrical stimulation.[122]

Electrical stimulation of bone has been shown to enhance bone cell functions \textit{in vivo} [65] and \textit{in vitro}.[101, 123, 124] The mechanism by which cell functions are regulated by electrical stimulation is a matter of great interest. It is well known that on both sides of the cell membrane there are free ions such as K$^+$, Ca$^{2+}$, Na$^+$, and Cl$^-$, which play an important role in signal transduction processes and are responsible for the difference in voltage, or electric potential, that exists across the plasma membrane.[53] Previous studies have suggested that osteoblast response to electric fields is accompanied by an increase in cytosolic calcium concentration and might involve the calcium/calmodulin pathway.[101, 125] \textit{In vitro} studies have been performed using the main forms of electrical stimulation: direct electrical current,[126] capacitive coupling,[101] and inductive coupling.[127] For example, Wang et al.[126] showed increased proliferation and calcification of cultured osteoblast cells when direct current was applied. The electrochemical reactions involved during constant direct current stimulation of bone cells \textit{in vitro} have also been studied.[128] In this study the authors showed that a current density of 100 $\mu$A/cm$^2$ was effective in opening the calcium passage and produced limited electrochemical reactions.[128, 129]
These findings provide a framework that could be used to study the effect of electrical stimulation on the attachment and proliferation of MC3T3-E1 cells cultured on undoped and doped P3OT films. Electrical stimulation has also been shown to affect the amount of protein adsorbed on conducting surfaces.[130] Therefore, the use of electrical stimulation could be expanded further to study its effect on protein adsorption to P3OT and thus cell shape and growth.
Additional Figures

**Figure A.1.** XPS spectra of P3OT thin films (30 nm).
Figure A.2. Effect of cell density on cell proliferation for MC3T3-E1 cultured on (a) uP3OT and (b) D125 for a period of 48 hours.
Figure A.3. Effect of cell density on cell proliferation for MC3T3-E1 cultured on (a) uP3OT and (b) D125 for a period of 72 hours.
Figure A.4. Normalized distributions: a) $\tilde{f}_{AA}$, b) $\tilde{f}_{PP}$, c) $f_{PR}/f_{RR}$, and d) $\tilde{f}_{RR}$ for cells cultured for a period of 48 hours on uP3OT and D125.
Figure A.4. Continued.
Figure A.5. Normalized distributions: a) $\tilde{f}_{AA}$, b) $\tilde{f}_{PP}$, c) $f_{PR}/f_{RR}$, and d) $\tilde{f}_{RR}$ for cells cultured for a period of 72 hours on uP3OT and D125.
Figure A.5. Continued.
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